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Motivation
Many good cryptographic primitives: RSA, DSA, ElGamal, AES,
SHA3, …
How can we construct secure distributed applications with them?
E-commerce
E-banking
E-voting
Mobile communication
Digital contract signing
Even if cryptography is hard to break, this is not a trivial task
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What Is a Protocol?
A protocol consists of a set of rules (conventions) that determine the
exchange of messages between two or more principals
In short, a distributed algorithm with emphasis on communication
Security (or cryptographic protocols use cryptographic mechanisms
to achieve their security goals against a given threat model
Entity or message authentication, message secrecy, key establishment,
integrity, non-repudiation, etc.
Small recipes, but nontrivial to design and understand
“Three-line programs that people still get wrong”
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Preliminaries
In a concrete execution of a protocol, the roles are played by agents
(or principals)
Security goals:
Key secrecy: at the end of a run of the protocol between 𝐴 and 𝐵,
the session key is known only to 𝐴 and 𝐵
Key freshness: 𝐴 and 𝐵 know that the key is freshly generated
How do we formalize the protocol steps and goals?
How about “knowledge”, “secrecy”, “freshness”?
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Protocol Specification vs Protocol Execution
Protocol specification
Initiator

Responder

Protocol execution
Alice as
Responder

Alice as
Initiator

request
response

Alice as
Initiator

Network

Bob as
Responder
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Building a Key Establishment Protocol
Let's try to design a cryptographic protocol from first principles
Common scenario:
A set of users, any two of who may wish to establish a new session
key for subsequent secure communication
Users are not necessarily honest
There is an honest server: it never cheats and never gives out secrets
We thus design a protocol with three roles: initiator role 𝐴,
responder role 𝐵, and server role 𝑆
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First Attempt (Alice & Bob Notation)
𝐴→𝑆:

𝐴, 𝐵

𝑆→𝐴:

𝑘𝐴𝐵

𝐴→𝐵:

𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐴

Issue? Secrecy: 𝑘𝐴𝐵 is sent in clear
The session key 𝑘𝐴𝐵 must be transported to 𝐴 and 𝐵, but readable by
no other parties
Threat assumption 1: The adversary is able to eavesdrop on all sent messages
⇒ Use cryptography
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Second Attempt
Assume that 𝑆 initially shared a key 𝑘𝑆 (𝑋) with each agent 𝑋
𝐴→𝑆:

𝐴, 𝐵

𝑆→𝐴:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐴) , {𝑘𝐴𝐵 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐵)

𝐴→𝐵:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐵) , 𝐴

Is eavesdropping an issue? No, messages are encrypted
Perfect cryptography assumption: encrypted messages may be
deciphered only by agents who have the required decryption key
Threat assumption 2: The adversary may also capture and modify messages
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Dolev-Yao Model (Dolev & Yao, 1983)
The adversary is able to intercept messages on the network and send to
anybody (under any sender name) modified or new messages based on any
information available
The adversary has complete control over the network
We assume the worst-case network adversary
Although only a few messages are exchanged in a legitimate session,
there are infinitely many variations where the adversary can
participate
These variations involve an unbounded number of messages and
each must satisfy the protocol's security requirements
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A Binding Attack on the Second Attempt
Let 𝐼 be an adversary (intruder)
𝐴→𝐼:

𝐴, 𝐵

𝐼→𝑆:

𝐴, 𝐼

𝑆→𝐼:

{𝑘𝐴𝐼 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐴) , {𝑘𝐴𝐼 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐼)

𝐼→𝐴:

{𝑘𝐴𝐼 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐴) , {𝑘𝐴𝐼 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐼)

𝐴→𝐼:

{𝑘𝐴𝐼 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐼) , 𝐴

(1)

Threat assumption 3: The adversary may be a legitimate protocol participant
(an insider), or an external party (an outsider), or a combination of both
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Third Attempt
𝐴→𝑆:

𝐴, 𝐵

𝑆→𝐴:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐵}𝑘𝑆 (𝐴) , {𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐴}𝑘𝑆 (𝐵)

𝐴→𝐵:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐴}𝑘𝑆 (𝐵)

The previous attack now fails
But old keys can be replayed at a later time…
Threat assumption 4: The adversary is able to obtain the value of a session key
used in any “sufficiently old” previous run of the protocol
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Replay Attack and Session Key Compromise
Suppose that the intruder knows {𝑘𝐴𝐵′ , 𝐵}𝑘𝑆 (𝐴) and {𝑘𝐴𝐵′ , 𝐴}𝑘𝑆 (𝐵) from an old
session between 𝐴 and 𝐵, and was able to discover 𝑘𝐴𝐵′ (key compromise)
Then, 𝐼 masquerades as 𝑆 and replays 𝑘𝐴𝐵′
𝐴→𝐼:

𝐴, 𝐵

𝐼→𝐴:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵′ , 𝐵}𝑘𝑆 (𝐴) , {𝑘𝐴𝐵′ , 𝐴}𝑘𝑆 (𝐵)

𝐴→𝐵:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵′ , 𝐴}𝑘𝑆 (𝐵)

After the protocol has run, the adversary can decrypt, modify, or inject
messages encrypted with 𝑘𝐴𝐵′ (no confidentiality or integrity)
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Thwarting the Replay Attack
The replay attack can still be regarded as successful even if the
adversary has not obtained the value of 𝑘𝐴𝐵′
Adversary gets 𝐴 and 𝐵 to accept an old session key!
𝐼 can therefore replay (encrypted) messages sent in the previous
session
Various techniques may be used to guard against replay of session
key, such as incorporating challenge-response
A nonce (“a number used only once”) is a random value generated by
one principal and returned to that principal to show that a message is
newly generated
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Fourth Attempt: NSCK
Let 𝑁𝑋 denote a nonce generated by 𝑋
𝐴→𝑆:

𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑁𝐴

𝑆→𝐴:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐵, 𝑁𝐴 , {𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐴}𝑘𝑆 (𝐵) }𝑘𝑆 (𝐴)

𝐴→𝐵:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐴}𝑘𝑆 (𝐵)

𝐵→𝐴:

{𝑁𝐵 }𝑘𝐴𝐵

𝐴→𝐵:

{𝑁𝐵 − 1}𝑘𝐴𝐵

Needham-Schroeder with Conventional Keys (1978)
Assumes that only 𝐴 can form correct reply to message 4 from 𝐵
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Attack on NSCK
The adversary masquerades as 𝐴 and convinces 𝐵 to use old key 𝑘𝐴𝐵′
𝐴→𝑆:

𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑁𝐴

𝑆→𝐴:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐵, 𝑁𝐴 , {𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐴}𝑘𝑆 (𝐵) }𝑘𝑆 (𝐴)

𝐼→𝐵:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵′ , 𝐴}𝑘𝑆 (𝐵)

𝐵→𝐼:

{𝑁𝐵 }𝑘𝐴𝐵′

𝐼→𝐵:

{𝑁𝐵 − 1}𝑘𝐴𝐵′

Attack found by Dennis and Sacco
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Fifth (and Final) Attempt (1)
𝐵→𝐴:

𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑁𝐵

𝐴→𝑆:

𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑁𝐴 , 𝑁𝐵

𝑆→𝐴:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐵, 𝑁𝐴 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐴) , {𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐴, 𝑁𝐵 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐵)

𝐴→𝐵:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐴, 𝑁𝐵 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐵)

The protocol is now initiated by 𝐵 who sends his nonce 𝑁𝐵 first to 𝐴
𝐴 adds her nonce 𝑁𝐴 and sends both to 𝑆, who now sends 𝐾𝐴𝐵 in
separate messages for 𝐴 and 𝐵, which can be verified as fresh by the
respective recipients
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Fifth (and Final) Attempt (2)
𝐵→𝐴:

𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑁𝐵

𝐴→𝑆:

𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑁𝐴 , 𝑁𝐵

𝑆→𝐴:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐵, 𝑁𝐴 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐴) , {𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐴, 𝑁𝐵 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐵)

𝐴→𝐵:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐴, 𝑁𝐵 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐵)

In NSCK, 𝐴 can verify that her communication partner actually
possesses the key (key confirmation), thanks to the last two
messages
In above protocol, neither 𝐴 nor 𝐵 can deduce at the end of a
successful run that the partner actually has 𝑘𝐴𝐵 (is this an issue?)
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Fifth (and Final) Attempt (3)
𝐵→𝐴:

𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑁𝐵

𝐴→𝑆:

𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑁𝐴 , 𝑁𝐵

𝑆→𝐴:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐵, 𝑁𝐴 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐴) , {𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐴, 𝑁𝐵 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐵)

𝐴→𝐵:

{𝑘𝐴𝐵 , 𝐴, 𝑁𝐵 }𝑘𝑆 (𝐵)

This protocol avoids all the attacks shown so far
Under the assumptions of perfect cryptography and honesty of 𝑆
So, is it correct? (What does it mean to be “correct”?)
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Summary: Adversary, Attacks and Defense
The adversary must be expected to
eavesdrop on messages (but cannot break cryptography)
completely control the network
immediately intercept, modify, drop, and fake messages
compose/decompose messages with the available keys
participate in the protocol (as insider or outsider)
be able to obtain old session keys
Attacks and defenses:
Eavesdropping: encrypt session keys using long-term keys
Binding attack: cryptographically bind names to session keys
Replay attack: use challenge-response based on nonces
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(Informally Stated) Types of Protocol Attacks
Intruder-in-the-middle attack: 𝐴 ↔ 𝐼 ← 𝐵
Replay (or freshness) attack: reuse parts of previous messages
Masquerading attack: pretend to be another principal
Reflection attack: send transmitted information back to originator
Oracle attack: take advantage of normal protocol responses as
encryption and decryption “services”
Binding attack: using messages in a different context/for a different
purpose than originally intended
Type flaw attack: substitute a different type of message field
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Prudent Engineering of Security Protocols
From (Abadi & Needham, 1996)
Every message should say what it means
Specify clear conditions for a message to be acted on
Mention names explicitly if they are essential to the meaning
Be clear about the purpose of encryption: confidentiality, message
authentication, binding of messages, etc.
Be explicit on what properties you are assuming
Beware of clock variations (for timestamps)
Etc… Is the protocol secure then? Is it optimal/minimal?
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Formal Analysis of Security Protocol
Goal: formally model protocols and their properties and provide a
mathematically sound means for reasoning about these models
Security Protocol Analysis

Formal (Symbolic) Models

Computational Models

Dolev-Yao (perfect cryptography)

Probabilistic cryptographic view
Cryptographically faithful proof

Deductive

Automatic

Inductive proofs

Interleaving trace models
State−based models

Bounded Sessions

Unbounded Sessions
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Why Is Security Protocol Analysis Difficult?
Infinite state space
Messages: adversary can produce messages of arbitrary size
Sessions: unbounded number of parallel sessions
Nonces: unbounded number of nonces (if sessions unbounded)
Undecidability
Secrecy problem for security protocols is undecidable (Even &
Goldreich, 1983)
Even if the number of nonces or the message size is bounded
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(Un)decidability: The Complete Picture
Bottom line: need at least two bounded parameters for decidability
Unbounded messages
Unbounded sessions
Unbounded nonces
Bounded messages
Unbounded sessions
Unbounded nonces

Unbounded messages
Unbounded sessions
Bounded nonces

Undecidable
Decidable
Bounded messages
Unbounded sessions
Bounded nonces

Unbounded messages
Bounded sessions
Bounded nonces

Bounded messages
Bounded sessions
Bounded nonces
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Tamarin: High Level Picture
Modeling protocol and adversary with multiset rewriting
Specifies a labelled transition system
Induces a set of traces
Property verification using a guarded fragment of first-order logic
Specifies “good” traces
Tamarin tries to prove that all traces are good, or to find a counterexample
trace (attack)
Verification algorithm is sound and complete; termination is not guaranteed
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Security Protocol Model
Security protocol ≡ Labelled transition system
State:
Adversary's knowledge
Messages on the network
Information about freshly generated values
Protocol's state
The adversary and the protocol interact by updating network messages and
freshness information
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Transition Rules
Adversary capabilities and protocols are specified jointly as a set of (labeled)
multiset rewriting rules
Basic ingredients:
terms (think “messages”)
facts (think “sticky notes on the fridge”)
Special facts: Fr(𝑡), In(𝑡), Out(𝑡), K(𝑡)
State of the system ≡ multiset of facts
Transition rules: 𝐿 −[ 𝐴 ]→ 𝑅, with 𝐿, 𝐴, 𝑅 are multisets of facts
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Informal Semantics of Transitions
Let 𝑆 be the current state of the system
Let 𝐿 → 𝑅 be a transition rule
Let 𝑙 → 𝑟 be a ground instance of the rule (ground ≡ no variables)
Applying 𝑙 → 𝑟 to 𝑆 yields the new state:
𝑆 ∖# 𝑙 ∪# 𝑟
where ∖# and ∪# are multiset difference and union, respectively
For labelled rules of the form 𝑙 −[ 𝑎 ]→ 𝑟, 𝑎 is added to the trace of
the execution
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Transition Rules: Example
Current state

F( a )

F(x) −[A(x)]→ G(h(x))
F(a) −[A(a)]→ G(h(a))

Next state

F( a )
G (h( a ))

F( a )
Trace: ⟨…, [A(a)]⟩
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The Model at 10,000 Feet (1)
Term algebra
enc/2, dec/2, ℎ/1, ⋅ ,

−1

,…

Equational Theory
dec(enc(𝑚, 𝑘), 𝑘) ≃ 𝑚, 𝑥 ⋅ 𝑦 ≃ 𝑦 ⋅ 𝑥, 𝑥 −1

−1

≃ 𝑥, …

Facts
𝐹(𝑡1 , …, 𝑡𝑛 )
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The Model at 10,000 Feet (2)
Transition system
State: multiset of facts
(Labelled) Rules: 𝐿 −[ 𝐴 ]→ 𝑅
Tamarin-specific
Built-in Dolev-Yao attacker rules
Out(𝑥) −[]→ K(𝑥), K(𝑥) −[ K(𝑥) ]→ In(𝑥),…
Special fresh rule:
[ ] −[]→ Fr(𝑥)
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Sorts and Signatures
Sorts:
fresh

msg
pub

We assume there are two countably infinite sets FN
and PN of fresh and public names (i.e., constant
symbols), and a countably infinite set 𝒱𝑠 of variables
for each sort 𝑠
Signature1 Σ𝐷𝐻 : enc/2, dec/2, ℎ/1, ⟨ . , . ⟩, fst/1,
snd/1, _^_, _−1 , _∗_, 1

The set of cryptographic messages ℳ is modelled as the set 𝒯 of well-sorted
ground terms over Σ𝐷𝐻
1

User-defined signatures are supported, but for simplicity we stick to a fixed signature.
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Term Algebra
Let Σ be a signature and 𝒳 be a set of variables, with Σ ∩ 𝒳 = ∅
The set of Σ-terms 𝒯Σ (𝒳) is the least set such that
𝒳 ⊆ 𝒯Σ (𝒳)
if 𝑡1 , …, 𝑡𝑛 ∈ 𝒯Σ (𝒳) and 𝑓 ∈ Σ is a function symbol of arity 𝑛 then
𝑓(𝑡1 , …, 𝑡𝑛 ) ∈ 𝒯Σ (𝒳)
The set of ground terms 𝒯Σ is 𝒯Σ (∅), i.e., it consists of terms built without
variables
The (Σ)-term algebra has domain 𝒯Σ (𝒳) and interprets each term as itself
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Substitutions
A substitution is a function 𝜎∶ 𝒳 → 𝒯Σ (𝒳)
A substitution can be extended to a mapping2 𝜎∶ 𝒯Σ (𝒳) → 𝒯Σ (𝒳) in
an straightforward way:
𝑓(𝑡1 , …, 𝑡𝑛 )𝜎 = 𝑓(𝑡1 𝜎, …𝑡𝑛 𝜎)
Example:
Let 𝑠 = 𝑓(𝑒, 𝑥) and 𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑦, 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦))
Let 𝜎 = {𝑥 ↦ 𝑖(𝑦), 𝑦 ↦ 𝑒}
Then 𝑠𝜎 = 𝑓(𝑒, 𝑖(𝑦)) and 𝑡𝜎 = 𝑓(𝑒, 𝑓(𝑖(𝑦), 𝑒))
2

With abuse of notation, we keep calling it 𝜎
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Equational Theories

Equation (over Σ)
A pair of terms (𝑡, 𝑢), with 𝑡, 𝑢 ∈ 𝒯Σ (𝒳), written 𝑡 ≃ 𝑢
(Σ, 𝐸)-equational presentation
A set of equations 𝐸 over a signature Σ
Equations can be oriented, written as 𝑡 → 𝑢 (rewriting), for use in simplifying
terms
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Algebraic Properties
A set of equation 𝐸 induces a congruence relation =𝐸 on terms
(equational theory) and thus equivalence classes [𝑡]𝐸
The quotient algebra 𝒯Σ (𝒳)/=𝐸 interprets each term by its
equivalence class
Terms 𝑡 and 𝑢 are equal (modulo 𝑬), written 𝑡 =𝐸 𝑢, iff [𝑡]𝐸 = [𝑢]𝐸
Example
Let Σ = {𝑠/1, +/2, 0}
Let 𝐸 = {𝑋 + 0 ≃ 𝑋, 𝑋 + 𝑠(𝑌) ≃ 𝑠(𝑋 + 𝑌)}
Then, 𝑠(𝑠(0)) + 𝑠(0) =𝐸 𝑠(𝑠(𝑠(0)) + 0) =𝐸 𝑠(𝑠(𝑠(0)))
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Unification

𝑡, 𝑢 ∈ 𝒯Σ (𝒳) are (Σ, 𝐸)-unifiable if there is 𝜎 such that 𝑡𝜎 =𝐸 𝑡′ 𝜎
For syntactic unification (i.e., when 𝐸 = ∅) there is a most general
unifier, and unification is decidable
Unification modulo theories (𝐸 ≠ ∅) is undecidable in general
⇒ Restrictions on the form of the acceptable equational theories
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The Equational Theory 𝐸𝐷𝐻
(1) dec(enc(𝑚, 𝑘), 𝑘) ≃ 𝑚

(6) 𝑥 ∗ 1 ≃ 𝑥

(2) fst(⟨𝑥, 𝑦⟩) ≃ 𝑥

(7) 𝑥 ∗ 𝑥 −1 ≃ 1

(3) snd(⟨𝑥, 𝑦⟩) ≃ 𝑦

(8) (𝑥 −1 )−1 ≃ 𝑥

(4) 𝑥 ∗ (𝑦 ∗ 𝑧) ≃ (𝑥 ∗ 𝑦) ∗ 𝑧

(9) (𝑥 𝑦 )𝑧 ≃ 𝑥 𝑦∗𝑧

(5) 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦 ≃ 𝑦 ∗ 𝑥

(10) 𝑥 1 ≃ 𝑥

The theory can be extended with any subterm-convergent rewriting theory,
which permits, for instance, to model asymmetric encryption, signatures, etc.
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The Equational Theory 𝐸𝐷𝐻 : Example
By equation (9), the term
𝑎−1
𝑎 𝑏

((𝑔 ) )
is equal (modulo 𝑬𝑫𝑯 ) to

𝑔((𝑎∗𝑏)∗𝑎

−1 )

and can be further simplified to
𝑔𝑏
using Equations (4–7)
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Subterm-Convergent Rewriting
Termination: it is always the case that after finitely many rule
applications no more rules can be applied—i.e., each term has a
normal form (or, is reduced)
Confluence: if a given term 𝑡 can be rewritten (in an arbitrary
number of steps) to 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 , then there is 𝑡′ such that both 𝑡1 and
𝑡2 can be rewritten to 𝑡′
A confluent and terminating theory is convergent
A subterm-convergent theory is convergent and, for each rule 𝐿 →
𝑅 of the theory, 𝑅 is a proper subterm of 𝐿, or 𝑅 is ground and in
normal form
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Facts
The states of the transition system are finite multisets of facts
A fixed set of fact symbols (In(), Out(), K(), Fr()) is used to encode
the adversary’s knowledge, freshness information, and the messages
on the network
The remaining fact symbols are used to represent the protocol state
Facts can be:
linear: they model resources that can be only consumed once
persistent: they model inexhaustible resources that can be
consumed arbitrarily often
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Special Facts

K(𝑚) (persistent): 𝑚 is known to the adversary
Out(𝑚) (linear): message 𝑚 has been sent, and can be received by
the adversary
In(𝑚) (linear): the adversary has sent message 𝑚, and 𝑚 can be
received by the protocol
Fr(𝑛) (linear): the new name 𝑛 was freshly generated
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Labelled Multiset Rewriting
Labeled multiset rewriting rule
A triple (𝐿, 𝐴, 𝑅), denoted 𝐿 −[ 𝐴 ]→ 𝑅, with
𝐿: multiset of facts called premises
𝐴: multiset of facts called actions
𝑅: multiset of facts called conclusions
Three types of rules:
A rule for fresh name generation
Message deduction rules
Protocol rules
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Fresh Name Generation

All fresh names are created with the following built-in rule:
Fresh :

[ ] −[]→ Fr(𝑥 : fresh)

This is the only rule that produces Fr() facts
Ground instances of this rules are assumed to be unique, i.e., the
same fresh name is never generated twice
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Message Deduction Rules (1)

Out(𝑥) −[]→ K(𝑥)
Allows an adversary to receive the messages sent by the protocol
K(𝑥) −[ K(𝑥) ]→ In(𝑥)
Allows the protocol to receive a message from the adversary
Messages sent by the adversary are observable in the trace
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Message Deduction Rules (2)
[ ] −[]→ K(𝑥 : pub)
The adversary knows all public names
Fr(𝑥) −[]→ K(𝑥)
The adversary can generate and use fresh names
For every 𝑘-ary function symbol 𝑓:
K(𝑥1 ), …, K(𝑥𝑘 ) −[]→ K(𝑓(𝑥1 , …, 𝑥𝑘 ))
The adversary can apply any function to the known messages
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Protocol Rules
A protocol rule is a multiset rewriting rule 𝐿 −[ 𝐴 ]→ 𝑅 such that
there is no occurrence of K() anywhere in the rule
Out() can appear only in the conclusions
In() and Fr() can appear only in the premises
all non-public variables in the conclusions must occur in the
premises
A protocol is a finite set of protocol rules
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Transition Relation
Let 𝑆 be the current state
Let 𝑙 −[ 𝑎 ]→ 𝑟 be a ground instance of a rule in 𝑃, a message
deduction rule, or a fresh name generating rule
Let lin(𝑙) be the multiset of linear facts in 𝑙
Let pers(𝑙) be the set of persistent facts in 𝑙
Assume that lin(𝑙) ⊆# 𝑆 and pers(𝑙) ⊆ 𝑆 (note that ⊆# is multiset
inclusion, and equality is modulo the equational theory)
Then, compute the new state 𝑆 ′ ≐ 𝑆 ∖# lin(𝑙) ∪# 𝑟
Append 𝑎 to the end of the current trace
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Traces
Trace: a sequence ⟨𝐴1 , …, 𝐴𝑛 ⟩ of sets of ground facts denoting the
sequence of actions that happened during a protocol's execution
traces(𝑃) denotes the set of all traces generated by all possible
executions of the protocol 𝑃
𝐴1

𝐴2

𝐴𝑛−1

𝐴𝑛

traces(𝑃) ≐ { ⟨𝐴1 …, 𝐴𝑛 ⟩ | ∃𝑆1 …∃𝑆𝑛 . ∅# ⟶ 𝑆1 ⟶ ⋯ ⟶ 𝑆𝑛−1 ⟶ 𝑆𝑛
and no ground instance of Fresh is used twice }
Observable trace: trace ⟨𝐴1 , …, 𝐴𝑛 ⟩ in which the empty 𝐴𝑖 's are removed
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Executions and Traces: Example
Rule 1: [ ] −[ Init() ]→ A(5)
Rule 2: A(𝑥) −[ Step(x) ]→ B(𝑥)
Example of execution:
Current state

Ground rule

Next state

Trace

∅#
[A(5)]
[A(5), A(5)]

[ ] −[ Init() ]→ A(5)
[ ] −[ Init() ]→ A(5)
A(5) −[ Step(5) ]→ B(5)

[A(5)]
[A(5), A(5)]
[A(5), B(5)]

⟨[Init()]⟩
⟨[Init()], [Init()]⟩
⟨[Init()], [Init()], [Step(5)]⟩
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Executions and Traces: Example (Persistent Facts)
Rule 1 (R1): [ ] −[ I() ]→ !C(𝑎), D(1)
Rule 2 (R2): !C(𝑥), D(𝑦) −[ S(x,y) ]→ D(ℎ(𝑦))
Example of execution:
Current state

Ground rule

Next state

Trace

∅#
[!C(𝑎), D(1)]
[!C(𝑎), D(ℎ(1))]

R1
R2[𝑥/𝑎, 𝑦/1]
R2[𝑥/𝑎, 𝑦/ℎ(1)]

[!C(𝑎), D(1)]
[!C(𝑎), D(ℎ(1))]
[!C(𝑎), D(ℎ(ℎ(1)))]

⟨I()⟩
⟨I(), S(𝑎, 1)⟩
⟨I(), S(𝑎, 1), S(𝑎, ℎ(1))⟩
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Modeling Public-Key Infrastructure
A pre-distributed PKI with asymmetric keys for each party can be modeled by
a single rule that generates a key for a party
Fr(𝑦) −[]→ !Sk(𝑋, 𝑦), !Pk(𝑋, pk(𝑦)), Out(pk(𝑦))
!Sk(𝑋 : pub, 𝑦 : fresh): 𝑦 is a private key of agent 𝑋
!Pk(𝑋 : pub, 𝑦 : fresh): 𝑦 is a public key of agent 𝑋
pk(𝑥): denotes the public key corresponding to private key 𝑥
For Diffie-Hellman-style key pairs (g is a constant, i.e., a 0-ary function):
Fr(𝑦) −[]→ !Sk(𝑋, 𝑦), !Pk(𝑋, g𝑦 ), Out(g𝑦 )
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The NAXOS Protocol
Initiator
Knows skI , pkI , pkR , g

Responder
Knows skR , pkR , pkI , g

<latexit sha1_base64="s/e5cbelHzLiTtBFNQLXkHAf7Gw=">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</latexit>

Generates ekI
a := h1 (ekI , skI )

<latexit sha1_base64="K+xeLa6KfKx9kciPvZ7FZZ2UKpw=">AAACF3icdVDLSgMxFM34rK2PUZciBkVwUYbM+Gi7EApudFfFVqEdSiZNa2jmQZIplKH+h+BWf8OduBVX/oWfYGZaQUUP5OZw70lOcryIM6kQejempmdm5+ZzC/nC4tLyirm61pBhLAitk5CH4trDknIW0LpiitPrSFDse5xeef2TdH41oEKyMLhUw4i6Pu4FrMsIVrrVNk3Zb18Uo0k5K/ba5g6ynENUKSOIrP2DCnIy4tiHJQRtC2XYqRa23sLb481a2/xodUIS+zRQhGMpmzaKlJtgoRjhdJRvxZJGmPRxjzY1DbBPpZtkLx+1sq0pep6bpK52MbNMq+OM4K7Wd2A3FHoFCmbi7/cl2Jdy6Hta6WN1I3/P0uZfs2asumU3YUEUKxqQsVE35lCFMA0JdpigRPGhJpgIpn8CyQ0WmCgdZV5H9JUD/J80HMs+stC5zsoGY+TABtgGe8AGJVAFp6AG6oCAAbgHD+DRuDOejGfjZSydMiZn1sEPGK+fDoCe3w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iq43q+1FHeQjFNfYA3w8MjFgNrY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LKrheON0/3xt0oDcZOSb9MXkokE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="E0m/6IJ4Qbk6h3bNm+cXuw41qKA=">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</latexit>

ga

Generates ekR
b := h1 (ekR , skR )
<latexit sha1_base64="F2WwB7XrF1i+o0WHsgCLP4HmDH8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="HRN2uF2p1PdJOJSduWEV8jYki3o=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="sO8JndFSx1zLf9FXlndiPdTDp/w=">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</latexit>

gb
<latexit sha1_base64="rKWGB2+CTjPvgNptltgbVSbPW+k=">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</latexit>

k := h2 ((g b )skI , (pkR )a , (g b )a , I, R)

<latexit sha1_base64="QMZAVLYFk3iRXfidTU+UY1G8A0s=">AAACMnicdVDdbtMwGHVGx0oZrIVLbiwmpFZEkZOtazsJqag39K6b6I/UppHjuq0V50e2M6mK+hC8AE+BxC08BrubuOWCN2BOukmA4Ei2j79z7E/f8RPOpELom7H3oLT/8KD8qPL48MnTo2rt2UjGqSB0SGIei4mPJeUsokPFFKeTRFAc+pyO/aCX6+MrKiSLo/dqk1A3xKuILRnBSpe86uvg/M3ac+qwngRevzH3TVhfzXFjnsnAu9yau4tv9s3Lhlc9RpbTRJ02gsg6Oe0gpyCO3WwhaFuowHG3Ni796r39OPCqP2eLmKQhjRThWMqpjRLlZlgoRjjdVmappAkmAV7RqaYRDql0s2Ko7aw4pmLlu1ne1TaLlvnuOFv4SvsXcBkLvSIFC/Pv/2U4lHIT+toZYrWWf2t58V/aNFXLtpuxKEkVjciu0TLlUMUwzw8umKBE8Y0mmAimJ4FkjQUmSqdc0RHd5wD/T0aOZZ9Z6EJnZYMdyuAFeAnqwAYt0AXvwAAMAQEfwGfwBXw1PhnXxo3xfWfdM+7ePAd/wPhxC0Q6p4s=</latexit>

k := h2 ((pkI )b , (g a )skR , (g a )b , I, R)
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Formalizing the NAXOS Protocol (1)
Generate long-term keypair:
Fr(lk𝑋 )
!Ltk(𝒳 : pub, lk𝑋 ), !Pk(𝒳, glk𝑋 ), Out(glk𝑋 )
Initiator step 1:
Fr(ek𝐼 ), !Ltk(ℐ, lk𝐼 )
Start(ek𝐼 , ℐ, ℛ : pub, lk𝐼 , g𝑎 ), !Ephk(ek𝐼 , ek𝐼 ), Out(g𝑎 )
where 𝑎 = ℎ1 (ek𝐼 , lk𝐼 )
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Formalizing the NAXOS Protocol (2)

Initiator step 2:
Accept(ek𝐼 , ℐ, ℛ, 𝑘𝐼 ),
Start(ek𝐼 , ℐ, ℛ, lk𝐼 , g𝑎 ), !Pk(ℛ, pk𝑅 ), In(𝑌)
� Sid(ek𝐼 , ⟨Init, ℐ, ℛ, g𝑎 , 𝑌⟩), �
!Sessk(ek𝐼 , 𝑘𝐼 )
Match(ek𝐼 , ⟨Resp, ℛ, ℐ, g𝑎 , 𝑌⟩)
where 𝑘𝐼 = ℎ2 (𝑌lk𝐼 , pk𝑅 𝑎 , 𝑌 𝑎 , ℐ, ℛ)
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Formalizing the NAXOS Protocol (3)
Responder step:
Accept(ek𝑅 , ℛ, ℐ, 𝑘𝑅 ),
Fr(ek𝑅 ), !Ltk(ℛ, lk𝑅 ), !Pk(ℐ, pk𝐼 ), In(𝑋)
� Sid(ek𝑅 , ⟨Resp, ℛ, ℐ, 𝑋, g𝑏 ⟩), �
𝑏
!Sessk(ek𝑅 , 𝑘𝑅 ), !Ephk(ek𝑅 , ek𝑅 ), Out(g )
Match(ek𝑅 , ⟨Init, ℐ, ℛ, 𝑋, g𝑏 ⟩)
where
𝑏 = ℎ1 (ek𝑅 , lk𝑅 )
𝑘𝑅 = ℎ2 (pk𝐼 𝑏 , 𝑋lk𝑅 , 𝑋 𝑏 , ℐ, ℛ)
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Formalizing Additional Attacker's Capabilities
The session key and the ephemeral key of a principal can be exfiltrated:
!Sessk(𝑠, 𝑘)
� SesskRev(𝑠) �
Out(𝑘)
!Ephk(𝑠, ek𝑋 )
� EphkRev(𝑠) �
Out(ek𝑋 )
The long term secret of a principal can be exfiltrated:
!Ltk(𝑋, lk𝑋 )
� LtkRev(𝑋) �
Out(lk𝑋 )
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Protocol Goals
A security goal defines what the protocol is intended to achieve
Authenticate messages, binding them to their originator
Ensure timeliness of messages (recent, fresh, …)
Guarantee secrecy of certain items (e.g., generated keys)
Most common goals:
secrecy (many forms)
authentication (many forms)
Other goals: anonymity, non-repudiation (of receipt, submission, delivery),
key confirmation, fairness, availability,…
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Protocol Properties and Correctness
Properties
Semantics of protocol 𝑃 is traces(𝑃)
A security goal/property 𝜑 also denotes a set of traces traces(𝜑)
Correctness has an exact meaning:
𝑃⊧𝜑

iff

traces(𝑃) ⊆ traces(𝜑)
P

φ

φ

P

Attack traces are those in
Ok, no attacks

Attacks

traces(𝑃) ∖ traces(𝜑)
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Security Properties
Many-sorted first-order logic is used to specify security properties
The logic supports quantification over both messages and time points
Formulas are interpreted over traces (the temporal domain is ℚ)
Trace atoms:
⊥ (false)
Term equality: 𝑡1 ≈ 𝑡2
Time point ordering and equality: 𝑖 ⋖ 𝑗 and 𝑖 ≐ 𝑗
Actions at time points: 𝐹@𝑖, for a fact 𝐹 and a time point 𝑖
Trace formula: a first-order formula over trace atoms
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Semantics of Trace Formulas
For a trace 𝑇 = ⟨𝐴1 , …, 𝐴𝑛 ⟩ and sort-respecting valuation 𝜃:
(𝑇, 𝜃) ⊧ 𝐹@𝑖

iff 1 ≤ 𝜃(𝑖) ≤ 𝑛 and 𝜃(𝐹) ∈ 𝑇[𝜃(𝑖)]

(𝑇, 𝜃) ⊧ 𝑖 ⋖ 𝑗

iff

𝜃(𝑖) < 𝜃(𝑗)

(𝑇, 𝜃) ⊧ 𝑖 ≐ 𝑗

iff

𝜃(𝑖) = 𝜃(𝑗)

(𝑇, 𝜃) ⊧ 𝑡1 ≈ 𝑡2

iff

𝜃(𝑡1 ) ≃ 𝜃(𝑡2 )

(𝑇, 𝜃) ⊧ ¬𝜑

iff

it is not the case that (𝑇, 𝜃) ⊧ 𝜑

(𝑇, 𝜃) ⊧ 𝜑 ∧ 𝜓

iff

(𝑇, 𝜃) ⊧ 𝜑 and (𝑇, 𝜃) ⊧ 𝜓

(𝑇, 𝜃) ⊧ ∃𝑥∶ 𝑠. 𝜑

iff

there is 𝑣 ∈ 𝒟𝑠 such that (𝑇, 𝜃[𝑥 ↦ 𝑣]) ⊧ 𝜑
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The NAXOS Protocol
Initiator
Knows skI , pkI , pkR , g

Responder
Knows skR , pkR , pkI , g

<latexit sha1_base64="s/e5cbelHzLiTtBFNQLXkHAf7Gw=">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</latexit>

Generates ekI
a := h1 (ekI , skI )

<latexit sha1_base64="K+xeLa6KfKx9kciPvZ7FZZ2UKpw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iq43q+1FHeQjFNfYA3w8MjFgNrY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LKrheON0/3xt0oDcZOSb9MXkokE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="E0m/6IJ4Qbk6h3bNm+cXuw41qKA=">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</latexit>

ga

Generates ekR
b := h1 (ekR , skR )
<latexit sha1_base64="F2WwB7XrF1i+o0WHsgCLP4HmDH8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="HRN2uF2p1PdJOJSduWEV8jYki3o=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="sO8JndFSx1zLf9FXlndiPdTDp/w=">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</latexit>

gb
<latexit sha1_base64="rKWGB2+CTjPvgNptltgbVSbPW+k=">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</latexit>

k := h2 ((g b )skI , (pkR )a , (g b )a , I, R)

<latexit sha1_base64="QMZAVLYFk3iRXfidTU+UY1G8A0s=">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</latexit>

k := h2 ((pkI )b , (g a )skR , (g a )b , I, R)
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The NAXOS Protocol: Formalizing Secrecy (1)

“If 𝐴 accepts key 𝑘 in a test session 𝑠 with 𝐵, and the adversary learns 𝑘,
then… something bad has happened”
∀𝑠 𝐴 𝐵 𝑘 𝑖1 𝑖2 . (Accept(𝑠, 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑘)@𝑖1 ∧ K(𝑘)@𝑖2 ) → (Bad things…)
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The NAXOS Protocol: Formalizing Secrecy (2)
Which bad things?
The session key of test session 𝑠 was revealed
∃𝑖3 . SesskRev(𝑠)@𝑖3
Or, a session key for a matching session was revealed
∃𝑠 ′ sid 𝑖3 𝑖4 . �Sid(𝑠 ′ , sid)@𝑖3 ∧ Match(𝑠, sid)@𝑖4 ∧ ∃𝑖5 . SesskRev(𝑠 ′ )@𝑖5 �
Or… long term secrets and ephemeral keys were revealed (can be
formalized similarly—see (Schmidt, et al., 2012a))
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Issues with Multiset Rewriting
Incrementally constructing attacks is difficult with (action-)traces
No history of past states
No causal dependencies between steps
Symbolic reasoning modulo an equational theory is difficult, because
of cancellation equations
If the adversary knows 𝑡 ≈ 𝑛 ∗ 𝑥 for some nonce 𝑛, we cannot
conclude that 𝑛 has been used to construct 𝑡, as 𝑥 could be 𝑛−1
Message deduction rules may be applied redundantly
Encrypt some plaintext 𝑚 then decrypt 𝑚 and send it, instead of
just sending 𝑚
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Dependency Graphs

A dependency graph consists of
nodes labelled with rule instances
edges represent the dependencies between nodes
Dependency graphs are used to represent protocol executions together with
their causal dependencies
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Dependency Graph: Example
Fr(𝑥), Fr(𝑘)
[]
St(𝑥, 𝑘), Out(enc(𝑥, 𝑘)), Key(𝑘)
St(𝑥, 𝑘), In(⟨𝑥, 𝑥⟩)
� Fin(𝑥, 𝑘) �
∅#
Key(𝑘)
� Rev(𝑘) �
Out(𝑘)
Node indexes denote rule application order
The trace of the graph is the trace of the execution
An edge (𝑖, 𝐹) → (𝑗, 𝐺) denotes that 𝐹 =𝐸 𝐺 and 𝐹 is
generated by 𝑖 and 𝐺 is consumed by 𝑗
Other technical conditions… (Schmidt, et al., 2012a)
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The Equational Theory AC

The equational theory AC is the theory generated by the following equations:
𝑥 ∗ (𝑦 ∗ 𝑧) ≃ (𝑥 ∗ 𝑦) ∗ 𝑧
𝑥∗𝑦 ≃𝑦∗𝑥

(Associativity)

(Commutativity)
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The Rewriting system DH
(1) dec(enc(𝑚, 𝑘), 𝑘) → 𝑚
(2) fst(⟨𝑥, 𝑦⟩) → 𝑥

(9) (𝑥 𝑦 )𝑧 → 𝑥 𝑦∗𝑧
(10) 𝑥 1 → 𝑥

(3) snd(⟨𝑥, 𝑦⟩) → 𝑦
(𝑎) (𝑥 −1 ∗ 𝑦)−1 → 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦 −1

(𝑓) 1−1 → 1

(𝑏) 𝑥 −1 ∗ 𝑦 −1 → (𝑥 ∗ 𝑦)−1

(𝑔) 𝑥 ∗ 1 → 𝑥

(𝑐) 𝑥 ∗ (𝑥 ∗ 𝑦)−1 → 𝑦 −1

(ℎ) (𝑥 −1 )

(𝑑) 𝑥 −1 ∗ (𝑦 −1 ∗ 𝑧) → (𝑥 ∗ 𝑦)−1 ∗ 𝑧

(𝑖) 𝑥 ∗ (𝑥 −1 ∗ 𝑦) → 𝑦

(𝑒) (𝑥 ∗ 𝑦)−1 ∗ (𝑦 ∗ 𝑧) → 𝑥 −1 ∗ 𝑧

(𝑗) 𝑥 ∗ 𝑥 −1 → 1

−1

→𝑥
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Dependency Graph Modulo AC
It can be proved that any term 𝑡 has a (unique) normal form 𝑡↓𝐷𝐻
with respect to AC,DH-rewriting
In particular, 𝑡 ≃ 𝑠 iff 𝑡↓𝐷𝐻 =AC 𝑠↓𝐷𝐻
A dependency graph is ↓𝑫𝑯 -normal if all its rule instances are
↓𝐷𝐻 -normal
Informally speaking, by reducing the rules to their AC,DH-normal
form, we obtain a graph that is “equivalent” modulo AC to the
original graph
By switching to the simpler theory AC we get rid of cancellation
equations
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Dependency Graph Normalization: Example
To normalize the graph on the right, replace rule 7
K(enc(𝑎, 𝑘)) K(𝑘)
K(dec(enc(𝑎, 𝑘), 𝑘))
with
K(enc(𝑎, 𝑘))
K(𝑎)

K(𝑘)
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Star-Restricted Protocols
A protocol 𝑃 is ∗-restricted if no rule performs multiplication of the
exponents, or introduces products by other means
For every rule 𝐿 −[ 𝐴 ]→ 𝑅:
𝐿 does not contain ∗, ^, −1 , fst, snd, and dec
𝑅 does not contain ∗
Protocols that use multiplication in the group of exponents can usually be
specified by using repeated exponentiation
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Preventing Loops and Redundant Derivation
K(⟨𝑎, 𝑏⟩)
K(𝑎) K(𝑐)
K(⟨𝑎, 𝑐⟩)
K(𝑎) K(𝑑)
→
→
→
→⋯
K(𝑎)
K(⟨𝑎, 𝑐⟩)
K(𝑎)
K(⟨𝑎, 𝑑⟩)
Idea: split adversary knowledge into K↑ and K↓
Distinguish between construction rules and deconstruction rules
Tag ↓ means “deconstruction allowed”
Tag ↑ means “deconstruction forbidden”
Using a deconstruction rule to deconstruct the result of a construction
rule is forbidden
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Construction and Deconstruction Rules: Example
Deconstruction rules:

Construction rule:

Coerce rule:

K↓ (⟨𝑥, 𝑦⟩)

K↓ (⟨𝑥, 𝑦⟩)

K↑ (𝑥)

K↓ (𝑥)

K↓ (𝑥)

K↓ (𝑦)

K↑ (𝑦)

K↑ (⟨𝑥, 𝑦⟩)

K↑ (𝑥)

Now:
K↓ (⟨𝑎, 𝑏⟩)
↓

K (𝑎)

→

K↓ (𝑎)
↑

K (𝑎)

→

K↑ (𝑎)
↑

K↑ (𝑐)

K (⟨𝑎, 𝑐⟩)

↛

K↓ (⟨𝑎, 𝑐⟩)
K↓ (𝑎)
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Preventing Repeated Exponentiation
K(𝑔𝑎 )

K(𝑎−1 ∗ 𝑏)
K(𝑔𝑏 )

→

K(𝑔𝑏 )

K(𝑏 −1 ∗ 𝑐)
K(𝑔𝑐 )

Tags (exp/noexp) are also used to prevent repeated exponentiation,
which can always be replaced by a single exponentiation with the
product of all exponents
A conclusion with a noexp-tag cannot be used with a premise that
requires an exp-tag
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Preventing Repeated Exponentiation: Example (1)
An exponentiation rule:
K↓exp (𝑥 𝑦 )

K↑𝑒 (𝑦 −1 ∗ 𝑧)

K↓noexp (𝑥 𝑧 )
Now:
K↓exp (𝑔𝑎 )
↓

K↑𝑒1 (𝑎−1 ∗ 𝑏)

Knoexp

(𝑔𝑏 )

↛

K↓exp (𝑔𝑏 )

K↑𝑒2 (𝑏 −1 ∗ 𝑐)

K↓noexp (𝑔𝑐 )
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Preventing Repeated Exponentiation: Example (2)

What you can do instead (using suitable exponentiation rules):
K↑𝑒1 (𝑎−1 ∗ 𝑏)
↑

Kexp

K↑𝑒2 (𝑏 −1 ∗ 𝑐)

(𝑎−1

∗ 𝑐)

→

K↓exp (𝑔𝑎 )

K↑exp (𝑎−1 ∗ 𝑐)

K↓noexp (𝑔𝑐 )
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Normal Deduction Rules
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Normal Dependency Graph
a. Dependency graph modulo AC
b. Normal dependency graph
Lemma. For a large class of
protocols 𝑃 (“∗-restricted”), the set
of normalized traces of executions
of 𝑃 and the set of traces of the
normal dependency graph of 𝑃 are
equal modulo AC
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Verification Strategy at 10,000 Feet
Backward reachability analysis –searching for insecure states
Negate security property, search for solutions
Constraint solving
Constraint systems are used to represent the intermediate states of
the search
Dependency graphs denote the solutions of the constraint systems
Uses normal dependency graphs for state-space reduction
Efficient in practice, despite undecidability
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Tamarin's Constraint Solving Procedure
function Solve(𝑃 ⊧𝐸𝐷𝐻 𝜑)
𝜑ˆ ← ¬𝜑 rewritten into negation normal form
Ω ← {{𝜑}}
ˆ
while Ω ≠ ∅ and solved(Ω) = ∅ do
choose Γ ⇝𝑃 {Γ1 , …, Γ𝑘 } such that Γ ∈ Ω
Ω ← (Ω ∖ {Γ}) ∪ {Γ1 , …, Γ𝑘 }
if solved(Ω) ≠ ∅
then return "attack(s) found: ", solved(Ω)
else return "verification successful"
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Guarded Trace Formulas
In negation normal form
Negation is only applied to trace atoms
all logical connectives are ∧, ∨, ∀, ∃
All quantifiers are of the form:
∃�⃗
𝑥. (𝐹@𝑖) ∧ 𝜓

or

∀�⃗
𝑥. ¬(𝐹@𝑖) ∨ 𝜓

where 𝜓 is guarded and all 𝑥�⃗ appear in 𝐹@𝑖
Terms can only be built out of the quantified variables and public
names
A guarded trace property is a closed guarded trace formula
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Guarded Trace Properties
The set of guarded trace properties is closed under negation
They support quantifier alternation and comparison of time points
Guarded trace properties are invariant under ↓𝐷𝐻 -normalization of
traces
⇒ Verification if multiset rewriting semantics modulo 𝐸𝐷𝐻 ≡
verification in a dependency graph semantics modulo 𝐴𝐶
Theorem. For every (∗-restricted) protocol 𝑃 and every guarded trace
property 𝜑:
𝑃 ⊧𝐸𝐷𝐻 𝜑

iff

{ traces(𝐺) | 𝐺 is a normal d.g. for 𝑃 } ⊧𝐴𝐶 𝜑
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Guarded Trace Properties: Example
“Fresh values (nonces) are all distinct“
∀𝑛 : fresh, 𝑖, 𝑗. Act(𝑛)@𝑖 ∧ Act(𝑛)@𝑗 → 𝑖 = 𝑗
The above is equivalent to a guarded formula, which can be obtained by
pushing quantifiers and negation inwards as far as possible:
∀𝑛, 𝑖, 𝑗. ¬Act(𝑛)@𝑖 ∨ ¬Act(𝑛)@𝑗 ∨ 𝑖 = 𝑗
∀𝑛, 𝑖. ¬Act(𝑛)@𝑖 ∨ �∀𝑗(¬Act(𝑛)@𝑗 ∨ 𝑖 = 𝑗)�
This property is trivially valid, given the definition of traces
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How to Ensure Guardedness in Tamarin
For universally quantified variables:
they must occur in an action atom right after the quantifier
the outermost logical operator inside the quantifier is an implication
For existentially quantified variables:
they all occur in an action atom right after the quantifier
the outermost logical operator inside the quantifier is a conjunction
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Constraints
Graph constraints
A node 𝑖 : 𝑟 (where 𝑟 is a rule instance with index 𝑖)
An edge (𝑖, 𝐹) → (𝑗, 𝐺)
A “deconstruction chain”
An “implicit construction”
A constraint is either a graph constraint or a guarded trace formula
Constraints are evaluated with respect to a d.g. (and a valuation)
Constraint system: set of constraints
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The Constraint Reduction Relation ⇝𝑃
A normal dependency graph for a protocol 𝑃 with a valuation that
satisfies each constraint of a constraint system is called a 𝑷-solution
So, to find a counterexample for a guarded trace property 𝜑, one tries
to find a 𝑃-solution to {𝜑}
ˆ (i.e., ¬𝜑 in negated normal form)
Intuitively, ⇝𝑃 is used to refine the initial constraint system {𝜑}
ˆ until
it either encounters a solved system or all systems contain (trivially)
contradictory constraints
There are 27 reduction rules for ⇝𝑃
A solved constraint system is one that is irreducible w.r.t. ⇝𝑃
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Trace Formula Reduction Rules
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Graph Constraint Reduction Rules
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Message Deduction Constraint Reduction Rules
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Properties of ⇝𝑃

Theorem. The constraint-reduction relation ⇝𝑃 is sound and complete; i.e.,
for every Γ ⇝𝑃 {Γ1 , …, Γ𝑛 }, the set of 𝑃-solutions of Γ is equal to the union of
the sets of 𝑃-solutions of all Γ𝑖
Theorem. A 𝑃-solution can be constructed from every solved system in the
state Ω
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Intuition for Backward Reachability (1)
Fr(𝑥), Fr(𝑘)
[]
St(𝑥, 𝑘), Out(enc(𝑥, 𝑘)), Key(𝑘)

St(𝑥, 𝑘), In(⟨𝑥, 𝑥⟩)
� Fin(𝑥, 𝑘) �
∅#

Key(𝑘)
� Rev(𝑘) �
Out(𝑘)

We want to prove the unreachability of a Rev-action
Formally: 𝜑 = ∀𝑘∀𝑖. ¬Rev(𝑘)@𝑖
We do so by solving a constraint system Γ0 = {∃𝑘∃𝑖. Rev(𝑘)@𝑖}
To solve the constraint system, we apply some transformations
First, note that Γ0 has the same solutions as {Rev(𝑘)@𝑖}, because the
free variables of a constraint system are existentially quantified
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Intuition for Backward Reachability (2)
Fr(𝑥), Fr(𝑘)
[]
St(𝑥, 𝑘), Out(enc(𝑥, 𝑘)), Key(𝑘)

St(𝑥, 𝑘), In(⟨𝑥, 𝑥⟩)
� Fin(𝑥, 𝑘) �
∅#

Key(𝑘)
� Rev(𝑘) �
Out(𝑘)

As there is only one rule in whose instances have a Rev-action, the
solutions of {Rev(𝑘)@𝑖} are therefore equal to the solutions of
Γ1 = � 𝑖 :

Key(𝑘)
� Rev(𝑘) � �
Out(𝑘)

I.e., the dependency graph must contain the above node
In all solutions of Γ1 , the Key-premise must have an incoming edge
from a Key-conclusion
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Intuition for Backward Reachability (3)
Fr(𝑥), Fr(𝑘)
St(𝑥, 𝑘), Out(enc(𝑥, 𝑘)), Key(𝑘)

St(𝑥, 𝑘), In(⟨𝑥, 𝑥⟩)
� Fin(𝑥, 𝑘) �
∅#

Key(𝑘)
� Rev(𝑘) �
Out(𝑘)

As there is only one rule in whose instances have a Key-conclusion,
the solutions of Γ1 are therefore equal to the solutions of
Γ2 = � 𝑖 :

Key(𝑘)
Fr(𝑥), Fr(𝑘)
� Rev(𝑘) �, 𝑗1 :
, (𝑗 , 3) → (𝑖, 1) �
Out(𝑘)
St(𝑥, 𝑘), Out(enc(𝑥, 𝑘)), Key(𝑘) 1

I.e., the dependency graph must contain the two nodes above,
connected by the specified edge
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Intuition for Backward Reachability (4)

Γ3 is the solved constraint system, and a counterexample to 𝜑
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Constraint Solving: Example (1) (Meier, 2013)

Same protocol as before:
Fr(𝑥), Fr(𝑘)
[]
St(𝑥, 𝑘), Out(enc(𝑥, 𝑘)), Key(𝑘)

St(𝑥, 𝑘), In(⟨𝑥, 𝑥⟩)
� Fin(𝑥, 𝑘) �
∅#

Key(𝑘)
� Rev(𝑘) �
Out(𝑘)

We want to prove:
𝜑 = ∀𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑘 𝑖1 𝑖2 Fin(𝑥1 , 𝑘)@𝑖1 ∧ Fin(𝑥2 , 𝑘)@𝑖2 → (𝑖1 ≐ 𝑖2 ) ∧ (𝑥1 ≃ 𝑥2 )
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Constraint Solving: Example (2)
𝜑 holds iff {𝜑}
ˆ has no solutions, where:
𝜑ˆ = ∃𝑥1 𝑘 𝑖1 . Fin(𝑥1 , 𝑘)@𝑖1 ∧ (∃𝑥2 𝑖2 . Fin(𝑥2 , 𝑘)@𝑖2 ∧ (¬(𝑖1 ≐ 𝑖2 ) ∨ ¬(𝑥1 ≃ 𝑥2 )))

We start by applying S∃ , S∧ , S∃ , S∧ to {𝜑},
ˆ in this order, which results in a new
constraint system:
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Constraint Solving: Example (3)
All constraints in Γ except for the greyed ones are solved (no other rule
applies to them)
We continue by solving Fin(𝑥1 , 𝑘)@𝑖1 using rule S@ , which produces:
Γ1 = Γ ∪ �𝑖1 :

St(𝑥 ′ , 𝑘′ ), In(⟨𝑥 ′ , 𝑥 ′ ⟩)
� Fin(𝑥 ′ , 𝑘′ ) �, Fin(𝑥1 , 𝑘) ≃ Fin(𝑥 ′ , 𝑘′ )�
∅#

and
Γ2 = Γ ∪ �𝑖1 :

Key(𝑘′ )
� Rev(𝑘′ ) �, Fin(𝑥1 , 𝑘) ≃ Rev(𝑘′ )�
Out(𝑘′ )

Γ2 reduces to ⊥ because the terms in the equality cannot be unified
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Constraint Solving: Example (4)
We proceed by solving Fin(𝑥1 , 𝑘) ≃ Fin(𝑥 ′ , 𝑘′ ) with rule S≃ , which results in:
Γ12 = Γ1 ∪ �𝑖1 :

St(𝑥1 , 𝑘), In(⟨𝑥1 , 𝑥1 ⟩)
� Fin(𝑥1 , 𝑘) �, Fin(𝑥1 , 𝑘) ≃ Fin(𝑥1 , 𝑘)�
∅#

Below, the gray element is the one chosen for the next reduction, and only the
new formulas at each step are shown
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Constraint Solving: Example (5)
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Constraint Solving: Example (6)
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Constraint Solving: Example (7)
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Constraint Solving: Example (8)
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